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Introduction
Terrarium is a dance piece created by the Simon Birch Dance Company in 2012,
commissioned for the sixtieth anniversary of the North Yorkshire Moors Park Authority and
supported by a grant from the Arts Council. I was the composer for the project, in collaboration
with lead artist and choreographer Simon Birch, costume designer Becs Andrews, and dancers
Debb Purtill, Ricardo Meneghini, Daniel Conner and James Southward. Created from
February through to August 2012, Terrarium was performed as an outdoor dance work in
various locations across the North Yorkshire Moors. Following this initial performance,
Terrarium has resurfaced in a range of different formats and configurations: a shorter version
was performed in a number of outdoor urban locations in 2012; in 2013 a third version was
created, which toured in London and Cornwall; an album of stereo mixes was produced in 2013,
available for purchase on the website Bandcamp1; a 13-minute version of one of the sections, Esk
Path, has been used as a freestanding ambisonic concert piece, first performed in York, June
2013.

Figure 1: Terrarium in performance at Daymer Bay, Cornwall, August 2013.

These different outputs originate from the same pool of choreographic and musical resources,
and as such Terrarium can be thought of as a network of related outputs derived from a common
1

For the Bandcamp site see here: https://imaginarylandscape.bandcamp.com/album/terrarium and
also here: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Bandcamp release/
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source. The original source itself was created in response to the stimulus of a specific landscape:
the North York Moors National Park. As such, it is an attempt to manifest the composer and
choreographer’s experience of the landscape in sound and movement; to distil experience and
give it an external form though the creation of an immersive audio-visual work. Below I will
focus first on the original source material generated in 2012; I will then discuss subsequent
outputs and look at each individual section in more detail. Accompanying this document are a
number of files found on the Data Drive, including: Bformat and stereo mixes of the 2012 and
2013 performance versions;2 Terrarium Bandcamp release album;3 a promotional video of
Terrarium;4 a folder of supplementary media, including photographs and smartphone video of
excerpts from performances.5

Sound Sources
With a small number of exceptions,6 all sounds in Terrarium are drawn from two primary
sources:
•

Field recordings taken form the North Yorkshire Moors (frequently processed
electronically)

•

Instrumental and vocal recordings.

Figure 2: Terrarium in performance, Devonshire
Square, London, July 2013.

2

See: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Audio Files.
See: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Bandcamp Release.
4
See: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Video.
5
See: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Supplementary Media Archive.
6
The ‘Ash Dome’ section, gamelan sounds in ‘Esk Path’, and percussion sounds in ‘Jig’.
3
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Process
The real starting point for Terrarium, both conceptually and musically, was the earlier piece
Ash Dome (see Chapter Four). The two pieces are closely related, and music from Ash Dome was
used in Terrarium7. Ash Dome was based on the work of the sculptor David Nash, and involved
the use of field recordings. The initial creative stimulus for the piece was a visit to a major
retrospective exhibition of Nash’s work in 2011. Nash’s work is intimately connected with the
natural world, almost exclusively using material drawn from the natural environment, such as
wood from fallen trees. The title Ash Dome comes from a well-known ‘growing work’ by Nash of
the same name, which comprises of a ring of twenty-two ash trees planted in woodland near
Cae’n-y-Coed in the Vale of Ffestiniog, Wales in 1977. These trees have been guided and
fletched using traditional husbandry techniques over the past 35 years, so as to grow into a
sculptural form that ‘symbolizes the interaction of nature and culture as well as creating a
meditative chamber’8. When making Ash Dome choreographer Simon Birch and I were drawn to
this idea: our aim was in part to create a ‘meditative chamber’ in the theatre; to draw people in to
a focused, meditative space through the use of movement, music, lighting and stagecraft. With
Terrarium, however, we reversed the process; rather than bringing a reflection of our sensory
impressions of the natural world into a theatre space, our intention was to take the theatre space
out into the natural environment.

Figure 3: Terrarium at Danby, North York Moors, August 2012.

7

A composite of the ‘Ash Dome’ and ‘Bird Cello’ sections from Ash Dome were dovetailed
together and remixed ambisonically to form an 8 minute, 20 second section of Terrarium (See
figure 16 below).This section is unique in Terrarium in not being derived from field recordings
made in the North Yorkshire Moors.
8
TUFNELL 2006, page 90
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In order to achieve this aim choreographer Simon Birch had the idea of using a large
transparent sphere in which to house two dance performers. One significant aspect of this
approach was the importance of protecting dancers from the elements,9 but beyond this, the
sphere creates a focal point for an audience, a kind of ‘stage’ that elevates the dancers to
prominence; the transparent sphere creates a strong visual intervention in the landscape, while
at the same time blending in and being in some way a part of it. Furthermore, the sphere is a
powerful symbol, a signifier bringing with it a complex network of associations: the sphere of
the earth; the sphere of the celestial dome; the sphere as a shape with no edge, no beginning or
end, and so a signifier of time and the life cycle: of regeneration, of birth and death, growth and
decay. A transparent sphere both reflects light from its surface and allows light to travel through
it from the surrounding landscape; there is a sense of the sphere as a transient object, a
temporary focal point, a momentary point of distillation. The sphere creates a singularity, a lens
through which not only light is focused, but also the narrative, history and biography of the
surrounding landscape. The transparent sphere is a clear membrane that one can see through;
its transience, lack of substance, ability to yield to the surrounding environment and blend in to
it, becomes an important aspect of the nature of its presence; it is both there and not there.

Figure 4: Terrarium in performance at Daymer Day, August 2013.

The prospect of taking this symbolic object and its contents out into the world interested us
as a company; we welcomed the opportunity to take the work to unusual spaces and bring it
before new audiences. We wanted to be able to drop the piece anywhere and into any kind of
landscape, and so to be able to communicate with people who would not ordinarily experience
contemporary dance. To do this it became necessary to develop a portable immersive public

9
One of the problems with outdoor choreography is that dancers need a regulated temperature if
they are going to attempt more complex movement: muscles have to be carefully warmed up and
the conditions regulated and controlled to a significant degree.
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performance space that was sufficiently flexible to be dropped into a wide range of possible
performance locations; the use of sound was an important factor in the design and
implementation of this project.

The Sound Sphere
As a composer, my task was to respond to the idea of the sphere and to use sound to help
create a flexible, portable, public immersive space. My idea was to use a large-scale ambisonic
circle of speakers to create a larger, outer ‘sound sphere’ in which both the audience and the
globe containing the dancers could be housed.
Once funding had been secured, we were able to purchase a suitable sound system in order
to achieve this, which I designed, specified and purchased: an eight-speaker ambisonic system.10
With sufficient cabling, I was able to create an array thirty meters in diameter and in an
octagonal configuration. The system was run alongside my own Apple MacBook Pro and the
appropriate software.11 Final mixes, once mixed ambisonically using Reaper, were rendered to
Bformat. The final performance file was created using Reaper, with Bformat renders decoded
by a Wigware decoder.12 Sound was then distributed through eight discreet analogue outputs to
the eight amplifier channels and then to the eight speakers. The dance sphere was then
positioned inside this sonic sphere, to create the configuration shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Octagonal speaker configuration.
10

8 x Electro Voice ZX4 passive speakers
8 x acoustically transparent fully weatherproof speaker covers.
4 x QVC 2500 stereo amplifiers (providing 8 independent channels of amplification)
Moto Ultralite Mk III soundcard
11
The software used included: Reaper DAW; MRC 1st order B-Format Ambisonic Panner v0.1
(Music Research Centre, University of York); Wigware Regular Shape 1st Order Ambisonic
Decoder (Bruce Wiggins, University of Derby). See /DataDrive/Software/ambisonic plugs
12
The Performance Reaper files can be found here: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium
Performance files.
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All speaker cables were covered with strips of rubber matting to prevent a trip hazard, and
the cable joins were taped with plastic (using strips of black bin liner and gaffer tape) to make
them waterproof. Weatherproof covers were used for the speakers.13 All items of equipment
sensitive to the elements14 were housed in a small tent a short distance from the speaker circle.
Weatherproof cables were used to connect the electrical equipment in the tent to either a mains
supply or generator, depending on the availability of power at the performance site. This system
was fully weatherproof, and could travel to almost any performance site we could think of, as
explained in more detail below.

Figure 6: Terrarium set up at Wykeham Abbey, August 2012.

Making the Piece
Once the concept was developed, we started to create the piece. Choreographer and
composer met numerous times over a period of three months from February to April 2012 to
conduct daylong field trips in the North York Moors. (I have provided a map of the region in
Appendix 1). For example, one day was spent following the path of the River Esk, from its
source in Westerdale to where it flows into the North Sea at Whitby (see figures 26 and 28),
another at William Smith’s Geological Museum in Scarborough, and a third at Sutton Bank,
retracing Turner’s footsteps (see figure 8).15 During these field trips we recorded sound, took

13

Custom made by the New York based company Under Cover. I highly recommend them!
http://www.undercovernyc.com/
14
Which includes amplifiers, plug boards, Apple laptop and Motu soundcard.
15
Turner is well known to have visited Sutton bank in 1816, and left numerous sketches of the
landscape. see http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/turner-from-sutton- bank-looking-north-towhitestone-cliff-d11892 (accessed 20th October 2014)
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photos, talked and wrote text. The aim was to build an archive of sounds, images and written
responses to the environment—a store of sensory experience derived from each unique location.
This work was conducted alongside research into the biography of the landscape and
geographical region.16 A record of this process was kept online as a blog, a page of which I have
produced in figure 7 below. The complete blog can be found on the Data Drive,17 or online.18

Figure 7: Page from the Terrarium blog.

This material was then drawn on to create a corresponding musical counterpart for each field
trip. The first stage of this process involved creating a found sound collage. The second stage
involved working with instrumental players or vocalists to develop the final pieces, using the
initial found sound collage as a creative stimulus. I will give the example of ‘Hummersea Beach’
below as a typical description of the creative process employed.
16

See for example RHEA 1985, MEAD 1978, SPRATT and HARRISON 1989, POTTER 2006,
OSBORNE 2007, FORTEY 2000, WINCHESTER 2009.
17
See: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Blog pages.
18
The Terrarium blog can be found online: http://terrariumblog2.tumblr.com/.
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Figure 8: Transmission field trip. Choreographer Simon Birch
on Sutton Bank, February 2012.

‘Hummersea Beach’
The day we spent at Hummersea, March 6th 2012, became a very important part of the
project, and illustrates well how the music for Terrarium was composed. The initial focal point of
the field trip was the cliffs at Boulby, which are among the highest in the UK. Previous to this
we visited the fishing village of Staithes. I recorded various sounds in Staithes as we explored
the village. One key sound, for example, that would feature in the later found sound collage was
a low-pitched resonant tone from a large, reverberant water outlet pipe found next to Staithes
Beck, a small river that runs through the village. Following our exploration of Staithes, we then
visited the cliffs at Boulby, where I recorded ambient sound from the landscape: the buzzing
sound of a police aerial, and the sound of scraping stones for example. On the cliff edge, I
managed to capture a recording of a small flock of jackdaws flying beneath us from left to right.
We then returned to the car, and noticed a man standing with a pair of binoculars and looking
intently north, up the line of the coast. We chatted for a while and found that he was checking
how far he could see; apparently on a good day it is possible to see up as far as Teeside and
Hartlepool. It was a clear day, and indeed we could see some signs of industry in the far
distance. We talked, telling him a little about what we were up to. He then told us about a
nearby beach called Hummersea, so called because the humming sound the sea makes. We had
not heard of it before, which was surprising to us considering our particular interest in sound;
Hummersea does not appear in any guidebooks I have found before or since. Excited by this
new discovery, we headed down towards Hummersea. We found our way down a track called
Hummersea Lane, cutting through a green valley marked with wild flowers, to a single
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farmhouse, through the grounds of which we were able to gain access to the Cleveland Way
behind, a well known coastal walking path.

Figure 9: Terrarium field trip. Wooden steps leading down to Hummersea Beach

A second footpath led off down towards the cliff edge and then after a little while down
several flights of steep wooden steps (see figure 9) and onto a large deserted pebble beach. The
beach formed a natural amphitheater, and the sound of the sea was very clear. There were also
traces of some kind of disused, ancient industry on the cliff edge above us. It turned out to be
the remains of Hummersea alum house, which was part of the Loftus Alum Works, and
operated from 1655 to 1863.19 There is a long history of alum mining in the North York Moors
stretching back to the sixteenth century.20 We spent a long while in this location—a good couple
of hours recording sound, writing text and taking pictures (see figure 10).
It seemed to me that the curve of the high cliffs created a natural acoustic space reflecting the
sound of the sea. It was a very simple, uncluttered landscape: no people, just the towering
Jurassic cliffs, an endless variety of differently shaped coloured pebbles, and this continuous,
mesmerizing sound of the water. I do not think I have ever heard such a detailed and complex
sea sound: transparent, multi-layered, with a wide range of clearly defined frequencies. It was as
if the sea had been balanced, EQ’d, and mixed by a good sound engineer.
I have provided a fair amount of descriptive detail in the passage above, because the subject
matter is at the heart of the project—the composer and choreographer’s shared subjective
experience of the landscape. This moment of discovery was charged or numinous in some way
for us. It was an experience that generated a reservoir of energy and meaning that would power
and sustain the next two years of work.

19

According to an internet source: http://www.teeswildlife.org/nature-reserve/hummersea/
(accessed 15th October 2014, 20:35)
20
See MEAD 1978, page 54 − 59, and SPRATT and HARRISON 1989, page 170 − 174
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Figure 10: Choreographer Simon Birch on Hummersea Beach. 6th March 2012.

When thinking about the day in retrospect, one thing that particularly interests me is that the
discovery of Hummersea only happened because we had a conversation with the man at Boubly
who was looking north along the coast. It would have been very easy to pull away from that
conversation, but I distinctly remember the moment we decided not to. There was every reason
to pull away earlier, as it was at first somewhat awkward; he was a little shy and nervous to
explain what we he was doing there, and I got the impression that he wasn’t the sort of
personality to easily enter into a conversation with strangers.

Figure 11: On the Cleveland Way, on cliffs above Hummersea Beach.

The purpose of our visit was not to get somewhere specific however, but to talk and explore:
to experience the landscape in a more general sense. And so we persevered; we kept talking and
chatting, despite the slight awkwardness. It was only after some fifteen minutes of sharing our
experience of the day that our new aquaintance remembered Hummersea. It was an interesting
exchange. Especially when one considers the impact it had on the way the piece would develop.
To return to the story, once I had returned home that evening, I edited the sounds recorded,
and uploaded some information onto the blog relating our experiences. Once online, I found
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that Simon had collected objects from the beach and arranged them as found object images,
shown in figure 2 below:

Figure 12: Hummersea Beach Found object collage by Simon Birch.

I found these images inspiring, and so created a found-sound collage in response, constructed
exclusively from sounds collected during the day. This included the gong-like sound of the
Staithes water outlet pipe, sounds of the sea itself, the sound of me walking on the pebble beach,
the police aerial from Boulby (pitch shifted to make different intervals), and sounds from the
rusty metal steps that formed part of the old alum works on Hummersea Beach. This was the
first piece of sound work for Terrarium, the first example of found sound being organized
musically in some way. It was used subsequently as the basis for ‘Hummersea Beach’, a key
section in the finished piece.
The next stage in the creative process involved working with violinist Val Pearson in the
studio, using the found sound collage as a creative stimulus (see figure 13). Val was given
direction from me regarding the feel I wanted for the piece, but left free to improvise in an
attempt to respond to my request and guidance. For example, at first, Val was trying out a lot of
extended techniques and more abrasive textures. I pressed, however, for more simplicity, as I
wanted a slow moving, raw melodic feel to the violin part. It took some time to find our way to
something that I thought was going to work. Once I was happy with the pool of recordings
generated, I continued to work alone in subsequent recording sessions to create the final piece.
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Figure 13: Violinist Val Pearson in the studio.

The final mix was a composite of edited and treated violin recordings and the found sound
collage material. This was mixed ambisonically into a 360° sound field in the finished piece. The
choreographer started working on the dance material for this section once the initial mixes of
the first violin session had been partially edited. There was a constant flow of mixes from me to
the choreographer and dancers via electronic media, and video of rehearsals flowing back to me
from the rehearsal studio. I also visited the dance studio in Leeds on a regular basis.

Figure 14: Terrarium rehearsals at Yorkshire Dance, Leeds, June 2012.
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The Complete Piece22
Each of the Terrarium’s twelve sections were developed in a similar way to ‘Hummersea
Beach’. Once each section was created, the final form was established, working closely with the
choreographer and dancers throughout. As illustrated in figure 15 and 17 below, the piece was
divided into 2 acts:

Figure 15: Terrarium 2012 Act 1 complete form.

Figure 16: Terrarium field trip to Sutton Bank, March 2012.

Figure 17: Terrarium 2012 Act 2 complete form
22

For the audio files corresponding to figure 15 and 17, see: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium
Audio Files.
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Spoken Word Sections
Spoken word sections used fragments of text written by composer and choreographer during
the field trips. Each section was spoken by Jon Hughes, recorded and added to specific sections
of the music. Following the 2012 North York Moors tour, these spoken word sections were
dropped, both for the 2013 tour and the Terrarium Bandcamp release. Below I have included a
single example of the text that appeared in the 2012 version from 4:21 to 5:16. The text was
written by Simon Birch on the summit of Roseberry Topping on a Terrarium field trip in late
February 2012.
Suddenly you’re on this high expanse,
Miles of Land,
But little to break the tremendous sense of openness.
No trees, only low growing heather.
The moor feels heavy, like a huge body sleeping,
Its surface a rough skin,
Encasing the skeletal rock structure beneath.
Walking through woodland, surrounded by conifers,
The tops are swaying in the wind.
I hear the call of gold crest flitting in the canopy above.
Comforted, safe, enclosed,
I follow the tracks made by animals and people.

Figure 18: Terrarium field trip – view from Roseberry Topping.
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Performance
2012 version of Terrarium23
The first performance was a 20-minute extract in Millennium Square, Leeds, as part of the
Big Dance festival July 15th 2012 (see figure 19). The first performance of the full version was
August 1st at Wykeham Abbey in the North Yorkshire Moors (I have included a press review in
Appendix 3 of this first performance). The full version then toured across the North Yorkshire
Moors in August 2012,24. Following this tour, a shorter version, edited down to a 21-minute
piece comprised mainly of parts of ‘Cello Dance’ and ‘Hummersea Beach’, was performed in a
number of urban settings, such as the iMove festival in the Sheffield Peace Gardens, August 17th
2012, and the Hull Freedom Festival, September 8th 2012. At all times in 2012 Terrarium was
performed with two dancers, but in two separate pairs. One pair was Debbi Purtil and Riccardo
Maneghini, and the second pair was Daniel Connor and James Southward.

Figure 19: First ever Terrarium performance, Millenium
Square, Leeds, July 2012.

23

For the audio files: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Sound Files.
1st August, 7.30pm Wykeham Abbey, near Scarborough; 2nd August, 7.30pm The Moors
National Park Centre, Danby; 3rd August, 3.00pm & 7.30pm Sneaton Castle, Whitby; 4th August,
3.00pm & 7.30pm Kirkleatham Hall, Redcar; 5th August, 7.30pm The Moors National Park
Centre, Danby; 8th August, 7.30pm Rievaulx Abbey Terrace; 9th &10th August, 7.30pm The
Moors National Park Centre, Danby; 12 Aug, 7.30pm Rievaulx Abbey Terrace, near Helmsley.

24
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2013 version of Terrarium25
The next wave of performances took place the following year, in London and Cornwall: July
24th at Devonshire Square (see figure 2) and on July 25th at Canary Wharf, both as part The City
of London Festival. This was followed by a tour in Cornwall August 2013, as part of Salt, a
festival celebrating landscape and dance26 (see Appendix 2 for more details of the festival). For
the 2013 version performed in Cornwall, we developed the piece, using three extra small
spheres, together with a small group of dancers to supplement the two dancers in the globe (see
figure 20 below). Three separate portable sounds systems (small mono battery powered amps)
were used to provide sound for small-scale dance pieces that took place in the landscape at the
different performance locations. These used mono mixes of various sections of music from
Terrarium, and acted as a prelude for the main piece in the transparent dome: a 22 minute
version with some choreographic changes. The dancer used in the globe for the 2013
performances were Debbi Purtil and James Southward, and for the movement external to the
main globe, dancers were selected from a pool of local professional movement artists and dance
students. The form of the 2013 Terrarium is illustrated in figure 21 below:

Figure 20: Terrarium 2013 complete form.

One key idea for the Cornwall tour was to think of Terrarium as an experience that could
take over a specific performance site. So, for example, in the first performance at Trerice
Manor, the system was set up early as a sound installation, with the ambisonic speaker circle
playing extracts of the music from 11 am. The dance performance started at 12:00, beginning
with the material using the three smaller spheres and the battery-powered portable amplifiers.
This drew the audience towards the larger sphere and the ambisonic sound system for the
performance of the main 24-minute piece. After this performance, the ambisonic circle would
return to its function as a sound installation, playing various sections of the music until the
second performance at 2:00 pm. There was also a third performance at 4 pm, following which
the sound installation would kept on on until the venue closed at 6 pm.

25

For audio files see: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Audio files.
3rd August 2013 Trerice Manor; 5th August Bedruthan Steps; 6th August Daymer Bay; 7th
August Daymer Bay.

26
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Individual Pieces
Below I will examine individual sections of music in more detail. I will first refer to individual
sections as they appear on the Terrarium Bandcamp release27, before explaining how the same
material appears in different performance contexts.

Figure 21: Terrarium in Performance in Daymer Bay, August 2013. Dancers
using one of the smaller globes.

‘Opening’

Figure 22: ‘Opening’ complete form (Terrarium Bandcamp release version).

Sounds used in ‘Opening’ are sourced from field recordings selected from a wide range of
different field trips and can therefore be considered an exposition prefiguring elements that
27

for full album see: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Bandcamp Release.
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surface in later sections in the piece. It begins using a loop made from field recordings from
Roseberry Topping. Bird song from Danby first appears at 0:20, and the sound of wind from
Sutton Bank at 0:25. A clear tone, made from processed vocal recordings made in Danby
Church, appears at 0:33. At 0:48 the bird song recedes into the distance with the addition of
processing and reverb, shortly followed at 0:52 by the first entry of an autoharp recording made
by the composer in the studio, pitched shifted down an octave. This phrase is repeated an octave
lower at 1:03, before phrases in the original recorded pitch first to appear at 1:06: the autoharp
recordings becomes a feature of the piece from this point on. The density of vocal recordings
increases around 1:24 before footsteps on pebbles (from the Hummersea recordings) are heard
for the first time at 1:53. The texture thickens further from here, with sounds from many
different field-recording sources making an appearance. For example, the strong low-frequency
impact sounds at 3:11 come from recordings of a metal road bridge at Glaisdale, as do the
clattering, reverberant sounds at 3:36. A hummed wordless vocal ostinato made by the composer
appears for the first time at 3:20, becoming gradually more prominent. Other sounds fade away,
leaving a thin texture dominated by the vocal ostinato by 5:00. The texture thins further from
here to the end at 6:12.
In the 2012 version of Terrarium, ‘Opening’ is over-layered with the first section of spoken
text, from 4:12 − 5:07. Then, at 6:15, a field recording of a rookery from the North York Moors
is faded in, forming a link through to the beginning of the ‘Cello Dance’ sections at 7:56.
‘Opening’ was not used in the main dance performance in the sphere for any subsequent
versions of Terrarium, such as the 2013 version. It was however used as material for the three
smaller spheres in the 2013 version, mixed down to mono, and as part of the ambisonic sound
installation in 2013, played without the dancers.

‘Cello Dance’
In the 2012 and 2013 versions of Terrarium, what is called the ‘Cello Dance’ section was
formed from a composite of what were originally two separate sections: ‘Cello Prelude’ and
‘Cello Dance’. These two sections remain separate on the Terrarium Bandcamp release.
The material for both was developed working with cellist Min Song in the studio. While
listening to the Hummersea Beach found-sound collage on headphones, Min improvised under
my direction. The recorded material gathered was then mixed, processed and organised by me
to create these final two pieces.
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Figure 23: Min Song and Jon Hughes in the studio, May 2012.

‘Cello Prelude’ consists of three simultaneous multi-tracked melodic lines. What appears in
the final piece was selected from a number of possible takes, edited and shaped to create the
final form.

Figure 24: ‘Cello Dance’ complete form (Terrarium Bandcamp release version).

‘Cello Dance’ developed from a single loop found within the improvised three part material
used to make ‘Cello Prelude’. The loop is 17 seconds long, and can first be heard from 0:27 to
0:44 in ‘Cello Dance’. This loop then repeats 23 times until 6:24. Over the course of these 23
repetitions, a range of other cello sounds, motifs, and phrases gradually appear to increase the
textural density. The fragments of cello used here were not recorded with the intention that they
would be employed in this particular way. Instead, the fragments were ‘mined’ by the composer
from the pool of material generated by the recording session, once the concept for the piece had
been developed later working alone in the studio.
The next stage in creating the piece was to work with violinist Val Pearson. Val improvised
short phrases and introjections over the cello material, and this was edited and shaped in the
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studio at a later date. The violin first appears at 1:52, with more prominent phrases starting at
2:14.
In the original 2012 version, the ‘Cello Prelude’ section was shortened and put together with
‘Cello Dance’ to create a composite track running from 7:55 to 19:25. In the 2013 version, a
shortened version of the ‘Cello Dance’ section is combined with a further shortened ‘Cello
Prelude’. This material together formed the opening of the performance, with the prelude lasting
from 0:00 to 0:30, and the looped cello section from 0:30 to 6:19.

‘Hummersea Beach’
The underlying structure of ‘Hummersea Beach’ involves two repetitions of a found-sound
collage made by the composer, followed by an outro section. The first repetition, which is
shorter than the second, runs from 0:00 to 4:15, and the second from 4:15 to around 9:30. The
outro runs from 9:30 to the end.

Figure 25: ‘Hummersea Beach’ complete form (Terrarium Bandcamp release version).

‘Hummersea Beach’ begins with the sound of sea in the distance and footsteps on pebbles at
0:03, both taken from Hummersea Beach field recordings. At 0:11 a tone can be heard, made
from processed sound of metal steps from the old alum works at Hummersea. At 0:22, a gonglike pulse begins, playing consistently until 10:30, made from a recording of a water outlet pipe
recorded in the small fishing village of Staithes. At 0:47, a clear violin tone can be heard. This is
the first of several interjections from the violin: at 1:08, 1:29, 2:00, 2:17, 3:08 and 3:15. These
were all positioned by the composer, selected from a pool of improvisatory fragments generated
by Val Pearson in response to the Hummersea Beach found-sound collage. They are also
processed in various ways, using pitch shifting to thicken the texture of the original violin. At
3:00, there is the clear sound of Jackdaws, recorded from the cliffs at Boulby. At 4:15, the cycle
of the found-sound collage repeats. An unbroken violin texture then starts with a single violin at
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4:47, joined by two other violins shortly after. These three lines, together with various
transformations and transpositions of the raw recorded violin material created by the composer,
build toward a climax of intensity at 8:15. The violin fades out by 9:49, and the gong-like pulse is
gone by 10:30, leaving only the sound of the sea to the end.
The track was used in the 2012 version from 19:14 to 30:39 of Act 1. It was used again in the
2013 version in a slightly shortened version from 8:16 to 17:26.

‘Rievaulx’
‘Rievaulx’ is constructed entirely from vocal sound sources. The vocal recordings used are of
improvisations made based on the plainchant Salve Regina, the significance of which is discussed
in more detail below.

Figure 26: Danby Church, North York Moors. The location for some of the
vocal recordings used in ‘Rievaulx' and elsewhere.

These improvisations come from two sources: improvisations by the composer made alone in
the studio and a pool of recordings of improvisations by a group of singers made under the
direction of the composer in Danby Church (see figure 26 above). As part of the creative process,
I took a group of eight singers to Danby Church in the North Yorkshire Moors and
experimented with the Salve Regina plainchant in that specific acoustic.
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‘Stones’
‘Stones ’ was made using the sound of stones being scraped on Roseberry Topping.
Roseberry Topping, a distinctive outlier in the North Yorkshire Moors,28 has been an important
presence throughout the history of the Moors, stretching back to the Anglo-Saxon and Viking
period, when it was named Odin’s Berg.29 It also has a very interesting and long-standing
custom; at the top, which affords a stunning 360° view of the surrounding landscape, the rocky
surface is covered with a dense patchwork of messages and signatures, scratched into the stone.
The earliest dates I found go back to 1850, and continue right up to the present day. I recorded
the sound of scratching my name into the surface, and used this raw material to create ‘Stones’,
together with Native Instruments Guitar Rig and various plugins from Reaper.

‘Esk Path’ and ‘Dark Esk’
‘Esk Path’ was created using sound recording on a specific field trip: on March 22nd 2013,
Simon and I decided to follow the path of the River Esk, from its source in Westerdale through
its egress into the North Sea at Whitby. The River Esk is contained within the boundary of the
North York Moors, winding on a 28-mile path through the valley of Eskdale (see the map in
Appendix 1). We followed the river, recording at the source in Westerdale, where it is only a
small trickling stream. The river then grows, gradually building in width, depth and intensity,
fed by many contributory streams and becks from the surrounding hillsides, until by the time it
reaches Whitby it is a wide fast flowing torrent. The piece I created is designed as a response to
this sense of gradual, building energy.

Figure 27: Jon Hughes field recording on the River Esk at Danby, spring 2012.
28

See OSBORNE 2007, page 14; also http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/roseberry-topping/history/
(accessed 19th October 2014); also MEAD 1978, page 204-209.
29
SPRATT and HARRISON 1989, page 71.
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The piece was made using various sounds collected from the day as a starting point. For
example the Curlews at 0:53 were recorded in woodland at the source in Westerdale, and the
water sounds used come from various locations along the river: Westerdale, Glaisdale, Danby
and Whitby for example. We also used hydrophones to capture sounds from below the river’s
surface. I made a found-sound collage from this material and then worked with Min Song in the
studio, getting him to try and mimic the water sounds and respond to the atmosphere of the
found-sound collage. The results of this recording session were edited and blended in with
various field recordings. The next stage was a studio session with percussionist Martin
Scheuregger to create a rhythm track, using the material generated so far as a guide. This was
then processed and edited. I then added a layer of melodic material using gamelan recordings,
which first appear at the opening of the track.

Figure 28: ‘Esk Path’ complete form (Terrarium Bandcamp version).

Tones from the composer’s gamelan sound library open the piece, and are the only sounds
until the cello sounds enter at 0:36. Curlew sounds can first be heard clearly at 0:53. A rhythmic
cymbal track starts at 1:55, and the track then builds in intensity towards the emergence of a
more explicit rhythmic track at 4:30. The gamelan tones gradually get more frequent amid the
building density of texture. At 6:03, a complete gamelan bentuk30 is articulated that is played
only once, from 6:03 to 7:11. The explicit rhythmic pulse then disappears by 9:00, leaving only
cello, water sounds, curlew and other bird samples and gamelan sounds that persist through to
the end.
‘Esk Path’ has been used in a number of different ways: an excerpt from it was used as the
opening for Act Two in 2012, from 0:00 to 4:27. In the 2013 version, it was used from 6:00 to
9:39, connecting ‘Cello Dance’ to ‘Hummersea Beach’. The entire track was also used as
incidental music in the installation that was presented between the main dance performances in
the 2013 Cornwall tour.

30

For a definition of bentuk, see Snow Cradle, Chapter 2, pages 32 to 38.
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In June 2013, prior to the tour in July and August, the track was developed further and
made into a freestanding ambisonic concert piece for a performance collaboration between
myself and SPL/it, a York based electronic music collective. The ambisonic mix was for a venue
with a full speaker sphere (the Rymer Auditorium, University of York), using elevation, and so
was different to the mix used on the horizontal outdoor ambisonic speaker circle.31
The River Esk found sound collage also formed the basis for ‘Dark Esk’, which was used in
the 2012 Terrarium from 12:12 to 13:58 of Act Two. This was mixed in performance with a
spoken word section from 12:12 to 13:33, and a ‘Transition’ section, from 13:36 to 14:21, using
sections of the Danby Church vocal recordings mixed with moorland soundscape.

Figure 29: Jon Hughes recording on Glaisdale Bridge, over the River Esk.
Terrarium field recording spring 2012.

‘Ash Dome’
Ash Dome uses sections of music from a previous project, Ash Dome, remixed for Terrarium.
This music has been discussed at length elsewhere (see Chapter Four). The section used in
Terrarium was a reedited and ambisonically remixed composite of the ‘Ash Dome’ section and
the ‘Bird Cello’ section from Ash Dome.

31

For audio files see: /DataDrive/Terrarium Media/Terrarium Audio files.
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‘Transition 1’ and ‘Transition 2’
This material does not appear on the Terrarium Bandcamp release, or the Terrarium 2013
performance. It was only used in Terrarium 2012. The first ‘Transition’, 13:36 to 14:21, and the
second ‘Transition’, 17:28 to 18:45, both from Act Two, use fragments from the Danby Church
recordings mentioned above, together with field recordings from the Moors.

‘Salve Regina’
‘Salve Regina’ is an a cappella vocal track sung by Jon Hughes. The Salve Regina is a piece of
plainchant that was important to the Cistercian monastic order. The relationship of this Marian
hymn to Terrarium arises from the use of Rivaulx Abbey Terrace as one of our performance
sites. Rivaulx Abbey was founded in 1131,32 and went on to be the largest and most important
Cicsterican house in England.33 Sources tell us that the Salve Regina was sung after compline
each night by Cistercian monks34 and was adopted as a daily processional chant as early as
1218.35 It would therefore have been sung at Rivaulx every day for several centuries. I used this
chant to generate material appearing in ‘Vocal Experiments’, as explained above in more detail.
This a cappella recording was used in the 2012 version of Terrarium only, from 14:21 to 17:53 of
Act Two, and also made its way onto the Terrarium Bandcamp release.

‘Jig’
The final ‘Jig’ section, from 19:04 to 26:39 of Act Two, was made using electronically
generated drum sounds from Native Instruments Battery 3 drum sequencer. These percussion
sounds were combined with violin recordings created working in the studio with Val Pearson.
The aim throughout was to create an uplifting, playful feel for the end of the piece, so the
audience didn’t go home with too heavy a feeling following the darker, more intense sections of
music. ‘Jig’ only appears in the 2012 version of Terrarium, and not in the 2013 version or the
Bandcamp release.

32

OSBORNE 2007, page 16.
OSBORNE 2007, page 17.
34
WAKEFIELD 1983, page 88.
35
CIABATTONNI 2010, page 118.
33
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Appendix 1:

Map of the North Yorkshire Moors

Map attribution: By Lencer [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia
Commons
Source location:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0d/North_York_Moors_map_en.png
(Accessed 21st October 2014)
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Appendix 2:
Salt website (http://www.dancerepublic2.com/project/salt.php)
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Appendix 3:
Charles Hutchinson’s York Press review of Terrarium:
(http://www.yorkpress.co.uk/leisure/theatre/9856430.Review__Terrarium_____Dance_In_A_B
ubble__Simon_Birch_Dance_Company__Wykeham_Abbey__near_Scarborough/)
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